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NetXServices® Components—Simplifying Integration

Components are new, fully-functioning, reusable software packages that can be 
embedded, or directly “plugged in” to front-end advisor and investor portals and 
are customizable to suit your firm’s user-experience. 

Choice and adaptability

NetXServices Components offer the power of Pershing technology without the 
need for additional IT development. Designed to improve the time to market, 
Components are ready-to-use and come packaged with the connectivity, rules 
and workflow information for a simple and rapid setup.

Select from a growing array of available Components and choose only the ones 
you wish to use. Components are fully adaptable, taking on the look and feel of 
your advisor or investor portals, desktop or mobile environments—wherever you 
choose to plug them in.

Categories of available Components for the investor experience:

 › Open and update accounts

 › Move assets

 › Manage accounts

 › View status

 › Manage documents

Designed for Efficiency and Ease of Use

 › Plug and play technology

 ›  Fully encapsulated code—providing both the interface and data in  
one solution

 › Authentication via single sign-on

 ›  Easily adaptable based on browser or device

 › Next generation integration

Key Benefits
 ›   Ready to use software delivered directly 
to your front-end portals. 

 ›  Adaptive technology—the way you 
want it, faster than ever.

 ›  Total platform flexibility—easily 
design your firm's look and feel.

How are Components different  
from APIs?

Components, unlike Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs), are 
complete packages of software 
technology. APIs are the tools and 
commands used to connect software 
components and underlying data.



Components Available for the Investor Experience

 › Asset transfer

 › Realized gain and loss

 › Trading 

 › Wealth View

 › e-Delivery display

 › Account opening

 › Wealth View valuation over time

 › Login

Components, as a technology solution, are still under development. At this time, the pricing and methodology to 
implement Components is not final. To learn more about NetXServices offerings, including Components, contact your 
Pershing Relationship Manager. 
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